Interviewer: Welcome to our today's program! Today, we will be interviewing a very successful business man who have great contributions in his local community. A philanthropist, who is very willing to share a portion of his wealth and time to those who are in need. A role model for our youth. Please welcome Tim Brown!

Tim: Well, that was a great introduction, Sam! It's my pleasure to be here in your wonderful radio program.

Interviewer: Oh! It's our pleasure... So, tell us a little bit more about yourself, your career that may inspire our young men and women to also be highly involved in the community.

Tim: I was born overseas, migrated here in Australia when I was 15. I started my senior high school in a very low socio-economic area in Western Sydney. I enjoyed my Year 12, in particular, learning about English as a second language. Module 5: Living and working in the community.

Interviewer: Before you share us more about your amazing education and career, can you please talk about ESL's module 5 and how it helped you as an individual to succeed?

Tim: Sure! In living and working in the community, we learn several skills that are highly relevant with our lives as a consumer, a
Another and most importantly, as a community member, it helped me to become a wider customer of goods and services. It also gave me an edge in the workplace as we learnt different types of letters such as appreciation, inquiry, application, advertisements, posters and pamphlets, hazard and accident reports. This module highly impacted myself to have a voice as we learnt to create speeches, letters to the editor and complaint. Indeed, ESL's elective formed me to become a better individual and establishing great foundation for my future.

Interviewer: Surely, this elective exposed you not only to the normal environment but also prepared you to be involved in the community and as an employee in the workplace. I wish we had this as our elective when I did Year 12!

Dm: ESL, ultimately living and learning in the community, played a great role in my success, with my previous and current achievement in life. I am very thankful with this opportunity to study about them. It made us think outside the box, enhanced our creative flair, also improving our analytical skills. If you do not ask, we also learnt about interview script. I finally realised its utility in life! When your interview me to be here, I honestly had to recall what I've learnt in Year 11 at HS.
Interviewer: We could definitely see the influence of that elective in your life, not just with your long list of achievements as an entrepreneur and as a philanthropist but your skills showed in this interview.

Tom: I would like to express my deepest gratitude to those who at least recognized my abilities to influence young people and to have a great impact with our community. I encourage everyone to contribute to the society, show what your education taught you in life, just like what being ad hominy in the community helped me.